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Abstract: The contemporary agriculture has based on a modern, high performance, energetic 
collecting technique. Generally, this technique has characterized with new, better technical and 
economic indicators, greater structural complexity and application of new technologies, higher price 
of machinery. Timely provision of agricultural organizations with spare parts to maintain the working 
capacity of the machines in the modern world is becoming more and more important and it is an 
important factor for improvement efficiency of use of the technique. 
In connection with this, the issues of determination of the loss of machine downtime, the various forms 
and methods of production organization and the means of repairing have become more 
contemporary.  We take into account the level of reliability, operating conditions and development of 
repair- service basis.   
Key words: operating losses of machinery, fund-working hours, the rate mode Mr K, reserve of 
machine-tractor aggregates (MTA). 
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1. INTRODUCTION  
 The experience shows that machine downtime is 10 ÷ 15% in row cultivation and 
20 ÷ 40% of the total working hours in collecting of production [5]. Therefore, without 
considering the losses from downtime of machines it is impossible to evaluate the 
effectiveness of the various forms and methods of organization of production; effectiveness of 
the activities related to the improvement of methods and tools for repairing service; the 
system of maintenance and development of repairing and service base. 
       There are attempts to solve the task [1, 3, 6] but in our opinion it is not specified exactly 
which interruptions of the technological process should be treated as downtime and when we 
should to take into account losses from them. 
        It is accepted the material production to be considered as an interaction of three main 
elements: labor tools, labor subject and human labor. 
        In order to determine downtime losses of machine-tractor aggregates (MTA), we 
conditionally accept that management quality and efficiency of technological operations in 
agriculture we will influence the labor tools (MTA) and the people work (subject), as well as 
their rational interaction. 
Applied to the objects (MTA), the impact occurs in increasing the productivity and 
effectiveness of the technique and in improving its level of reliability. In terms of human 
labor, the object of attention is the improvement of workers’ physical and professional-
qualification training. For the realization of the production process, it is not enough just to 
have the basic elements of production but there is a requirement of technology and 
organization that need in appropriate way to join these elements into a harmonious 
functioning production process.  
 If we assume that in an agricultural cooperative the technological cards for growing 
field crops have developed, the improvement of the organization of sowing, tillage, harvesting 
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of crops will directed at improving the intensive and extensive use of MTA, to skillfully use 
the potential of people. This means: full utilization of the work time fund, raising the 
qualification skills and labor intensity according to regulations.  
        The technological operations quality has determined by the parameters of the object and 
the qualification of the subject. The quantity of performed work depends on the labor 
intensity, which should not exceed physiologically acceptable levels. 
 The use of MTA also has its limits defined by their technical and reliability 
characteristics. From the total working time, we should remove the time for: repairing and 
maintenance; adjusting the MTA to work; loading seeds, fertilizers, herbicides and 
insecticides, etc.  
Thus, the optimal organization of the process we will have where: 
 a) The mechanic uses working time fund; 
 b) Everybody performs a job that corresponds to his qualifications and works with 
normal intensity; 
 c) The machine-tractor aggregates have used in accordance with their technical 
capabilities and within the nominal working times fund. 
         In practice, we can achieve such an organization by providing reserve of machines and 
work force, resulting in reliable and efficient operation of the system ergodic object-
subject. In strictly scientific terms, such a stockpiling should develop after taking into account 
the reliability of the system. 
 The downtime of ergodic system is such a state in which it does not perform useful 
work, i.e. the downtime is non-productive loss of time. 
The downtime by its nature is: 
 a) Technical – for maintenance and refueling; 
 b) Technological – for adjustment of the drill, filling with seeds, fertilizers, herbicides 
and other operations related to the agronomic requirements; 
 c) Organizational – for distribution of tasks, waiting for technical service, refueling 
or charging with technological material, the time to arrive to the field and others. 
             The losses from underutilization of the machines by time (S q) do not depend on the 
interruptions of the process due to technical faults in the normal limits (they are inherent in 
the technique).  
 Labor inputs and resources in this case are a function of downtime, because in 
determining the required number of machines we start from the condition to ensure the 
continuity of the technological process. In this case, in order to avoid losses from downtime of 
MTA, by the normative value of the coefficient of readiness Кгн we determine necessary 
number (main and reserve) machines. 
           The maximum number of necessary machinery N n we have taken from the busiest 
period and the periods close to there is possibility to the part of the MTA to carry out some 
repair services; the energy vehicles (tractors) are diverted to other technological operations. 
 Actually the facts  value of the coefficient of readiness Кг reflects downtime of real 
machines, therefore, the greater the difference between Кгн and Кг - the greater will be the 
shortage of machines during peak periods. 
When the ratio of the actual number of MTA (N F) and the required number (N n) is less than 
„unit” there is a shortage, expressed by a factor Q.  
Thus, the loss of not planning downtimes under certain conditions depends on three factors: 
the degree of saturation of the economy with seeders Q = N F / N n; the level of reliability of 
the machines, which has assessed by the integrated indicator Кг; coefficient of downtime of 
the mechanic (the subject) Кпм. 
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In Table 1 we show the possible cases in determining the losses of downtime of machine 
components and dependencies for their determination. 
                                                                                                                                                 

Table 1 Possible cases in determining losses stay of machine-tractor aggregates and 
dependencies for their calculation 

 
 
 Case 1.1. The actual number of machines is equal to the required (Q = 1) and the 
statistical value of the coefficient of readiness corresponds to the regulatory level of machines 
reliability (Кг; = Кгн) downtime losses will be. The technological operations will be done in 
the agro-technical term by a specified number of machines. This case is optimal and 
practically possible. 
We will note that when Q = 1 and  Кг;> Кгн;     Q> 1 and  Кг; = Кгн;     
Q> 1 and Кг;> Кгн; there will be no losses of machine downtime but there will be losses of 
inefficient use of the technique. This question is not a subject of our analysis. 
 Case 1.2 The machinery is not replete with MTA (Q <1) and Кг;= Кгн.  To ensure 
continuity of the technological process within the agro-technical term we would require 
additional number of seeders (Z): 
 
 (1) Z=Nн - NФ= Nн - NнQ = Nн(1 - Q), 
 or correlated to the statutory number of MTA in the park. 

 (2)            
Q

N
ZZ −== 1

’
1

. 
 This number of machines will be sufficient to conduct technological operations, if the 
coefficient of downtime of mechanic) Кпм= 0, which is impossible. Therefore: 
 
 Z=(1 - Q)(1 + Кпм), 
 In addition, downtime losses will be 
 
 (3)       З1,2=(1 - Q)(1 + Кпм) Cрм, 
 
In which CRM are the costs of purchasing and maintaining in operable state the reserve MTA 
per unit production, levs / h. 
 Case 2.1. The number of necessary machines is equal to the actual number and their 
level of reliability is lower than normative.  

 Q Q=1 Q<1 Q>1 
 Кгн; Кг 1 2 3 
1 Кгн=Кг 1.1 З=(1-Q) .(1+Кпм).Cрм 1.3 
 
2 

 
Кгн<Кг 

 
З=(КгнКг).(1+Кпм)
Cд 

З=(1-Q).(1+Кпм)Cрм+ 
+(Кгн- Кг).(1 + 
Кпм)Cд 

З=(1-
Q).(1+Кпм)Cрм+ 
+(Кгн- Кг).(1 + 
Кпм)Cд 

 
3 

 
Кгн>Кг 

 
3.1 

З=(1-Q).(1+Кпм)Cрм+ 
+(Кгн- Кг).(1 + 
Кпм)Cд 

 
3.3 
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This is typical case for many areas of our country where there is a sufficient number of 
machines but the level of repair and service base is unsatisfactory. 
Here downtime losses are associated with a reduction of the yield of field crops because of 
increasing agricultural terms, i.e. 
 
(4) З21=(Кгн - Кг)(1 + Кпм)Cд, 
 
In which Cd is the relative losses due to a decrease of yield, levs / h 
 Case 2.2. The park of machines is not replete (Q <1) and their level of reliability is 
lower than normative (Кг; < Кгн). Then the number of reserve machines will be (1 - Q) (1 + 
Кпм) but they will be sufficient for the timely execution of the volume of work or we will 
have losses from reduced yields because of increased agricultural terms. 
  
(5) (Кгн-Кг)(1+ Кпм) Cд, т.е. 
 32.2=(1 - Q)(1 + Кпм)Cрм+(Кгн - Кг)(1 + Кпм)Cд. 
 
 By the same dependence we can identify the losses of machines’ downtime in 
cases 2.3 and 3.2 but while for Q <1 and Кг;> Кгн we find out that there are not downtime 
losses, for Q> 1 and Кг; < Кгн there are small loses, i.e., though the actual number of 
machines is greater than the normative. The larger number cannot compensate the low level of 
machines’ reliability. Then there are downtime losses at research park machines (1,1 <Q <1,3 
and 0,7 < Кг; <0.95; 0.6 < Кгн <0.90).               
Therefore, in order to reduce the losses from not planned downtime of MTA we should create 
machines reserve, increase the level of reliability of the new machines (Кг), improve the 
conditions of operation and maintenance and increase the quality of their repair. 
 
 
2. Determination of the separate components of downtime losses of MTA 
 
 2.1. Determination of losses of yield due to failure agriculture and technical terms 
 To determine the yield losses due to failure to comply with established agricultural terms we 
use the coefficient of timeliness of implementation of technological operations.  
It shows what part of the yield is lost if the period of implementation of the technological 
operation is extended by one day. Such coefficients have established in the former USSR, the 
USA and other countries. 
 Such specialized studies about the conditions of our country have not published. From 
the analysis of the results obtained by Saklakov V.D., M.P.Sergeev [4], data in [1, 2], the 
results of Hunt [8], we find out that despite the wide variety of natural and climatic 
conditions, these coefficients are not significantly different. This allows us to summarize 
these studies and to recommend the results for use in the determination of the loss of machine 
tractor aggregates downtime Table 2. 
 
On the other hand, in GOSNITI (State scientific-reserch tehnological institute) they have 
found that the losses due to decreasing in yield are 45 ÷ 55% of the value of the total losses 
due to downtime. This is an additional reason to look for a way to account these losses 
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Table 2  Coefficient of timeliness of the implementation of technical operations in 
agriculture, K e i, 1 / day. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Table 3 Coefficient of timeliness of the implementation of technical operations in agriculture, 
K e i, 1 / day 

  
№ 

  
Type of process 

Factor of 
timeliness, 
Cd i 

1 Drag 0005-0012 
2 Cultivation 0.003 
3 Plowing, deep autumn 0002-0005 
4 Plowing without reversing layer 0.0006 
5 Peeling stubble 0.0006 - 0.011 
6 Disking 0.0005 

 
In this case, the loss of yield in value units for the area of a separate crop we can express by 
the following dependence: 
(5) Зд=0,5КдkUk(Cз-Cnд)∆дрF, 
 
Where Кдk is the coefficient of variation of the yield from the extension of seeding of k-th 
crop / day (taken from Table 2 and Table 3). 
 
Uk - the yield, which is obtained from the crop, if technological operation is performed in 
optimal agriculture term, kg / ha; 
Cз - the purchase price of the crop, lev / kg; 
Cпд -    overall relative costs for harvesting, post-processing and transport of products to the 
place of delivery, lev / kg; 
∆др -       extension of the implementation of the technological operation, h; 
F -         Cultivated area occupied by the k-th crop in the business organization, acres. 

 
№ 

Type of farming Type of process 

  culture Sowing Retraction 
1. Wheat 0005-0009 0.01 - 0.032 
2. Barley 0004-0008 0009-0022 
3. Oats 0004-0008 0.03 
4. Rye 0005-0008 0.03 
5. Millet 0006-0018 0010-0015 
6. Corn grain 0007-0010 0004-0016 
7. Corn feed 0.006 0008-0009 
8. Sunflower 0.008 0032-0036 
9. Soy 0.003 0.004 
10. Peas 0015-0023 0.015 
11. Beans 0003-0017 0.02 
12. Cotton 0.001 0.002 
13. Beet 0.016 0.0002 
14. Potatoes 0009-0012 0015-0037 
15. Tobacco 0.009 - 
16. Grass - 0.0015 
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2.2. Determination of the losses from buying and maintaining excess reserve machines 
              The losses from buying and maintaining excess reserve machines have determined by 
the dependence: 
 
(7) Зр=ZC(Eн+d+l)∆дрF, 
 
      Where Z is the required number excess reserve machines that will provide continuity of 
the process of growing crops, pcs. 
С -   The initial value of the machine, lev; 
Ен - The normative coefficient of efficiency of capital investments 
d -   The annual rate of depreciation to restore the MTA; 
l -    The annual rate of depreciation for storing machines.  
 
 If we accept that the downtime of machines due to technical reasons is objectively 
inherent, the coefficient of downtime due to poorly conducted repair service we can define 
through the dependency: 
 

(8) 
,

nbo

n
n TTT

TK
++

=
 

Where То is the average production of sower, h; 
 Тb  - average time to eliminate refusals h; 
Тп - average time of downtime due to poor quality of maintenance service of MTA h. 
Thus, the reserve number of reserve machines Z will be 
 

    (9)         
,

1 o

n

n

n
гK

T
T

K
KZ =
−

=
   

We consider the analysis shows there are three possible cases: losses of maintaining reserve 
equipment in the park, losses of not enough use of the machines, i.e., when there is excess 
reserve of machines, they have not used efficiently, and no losses, i.e. the machines in the 
park are as many as are necessary.  
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Table 4   State park machines 
 
Indicators of 
reliability 

Type of park equipment 

machines 
Кг; Кгн 

Q = 1 Q <1 Q> 1 

 
Кг = Кгн =1 

  
no need for spare 
machines 

  
need of spare 
equipment 

no spare machines, 
and there are over a 
pool of machines 

Кг = Кгн <1 need of spare 
equipment 

need of spare 
equipment 

you may or may not 
have spare 
machines 

Кг < Кгн 
Кг <1; Кгн <1 

needs additional 
reserve 

need of spare 
equipment 

you may or may not 
have spare 
machines 

 
Кг > Кгн 
Кг <1; Кгн <1 

has excess reserves 
of machines, which 
are not used 
effectively 

there may or may 
not need a spare 
machine 

  
has excess reserves 
of machines 

 
Table 5 Dependencies to determine the number of spare or redundant equipment in the park

Indicators of 
reliability Type the park machines 

machines, 
Кг ,  Кгн   

Normal, 
Q = 1 

Unsaturated, 
Q <1 

Saturated, 
Q> 1 

Кг = Кгн =1 0 ( )QW
−1

ω  
( )1−QW

ω  
Extra equipment 

Кг = Кгн <1 

Required reserve machines 

)1( Кгн
Kгн
W

−
ω  или 

)1( Кг
Kг

W
−

ω  

( ) 













 −

+−
Кгн

КгнQW 11
ω   

or 

( ) 













 −

+−
Кг

КгQW 11
ω  

( ) 













 −

+−
Кг

КгQW 11
ω  

or 

( ) 













 −

+−
Кгн

КгнQW 11
ω  

Кг < Кгн 
Кг <1;  Кгн <1 

Excess reserve 

)( КгКгн
KгКгн
W

−
ω  

( ) 













 −

+−
КгКгн

КгКгнQW 1
ω  

( ) 













 −

+−
КгКгн

КгКгнQW 1
ω  

Кг > Кгн 
Кг <1;  Кгн <1 

There will be losses due to 
stay, but there will be losses 
due to excess statutory 
number of machines 

)( КгнКг
KгКгн
W

−
ω  
Losses Nedo use of 
machinery 

( ) 













 −

+−
КгКгн

КгнКгQW 1
ω  

If (+) is lost, 
if (-) no losses, ie shortage of 
equipment is offset by the 
high level of reliability. 

( ) 













 −

+−
КгКгн

КгнКгQW 1
ω  
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 From the analysis of the losses types, according to the status of the machines park we 
find out that in some of the conditions, there are or there are not losses, depending on the 
combination of the machines reliability (Кг ,  Кгн ) and on the type of machines park (Q). The 
losses are recorded depending on the sign of the number of necessary or unnecessary machines, 
calculated by dependencies given in Table 5, where W is the volume of mechanized works in the 
agricultural organization; ω - machine construction. 
 
3. CONCLUSIONS 
 1. We justified the main elements of the methodology for determining the downtime 
losses of agricultural machines connected with increasing terms of the technological 
operations with underused machines and underused mechanics labor during the downtime of 
the MTA. 
 2. We found out that in order to reduce the losses from not planned downtime of 
machines in agriculture is necessary to create a reserve of MTA, to increase the level of 
reliability of new and refurbished machines. 
 3. We specified the methodology for determining the losses of production due to the 
extension of agricultural terms.
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